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Triangle coefficients
Following in the spirit of the box coefficient [9] we would like to apply a triple cut to extract a triangle coefficient. Such a triple cut isolates a unique triangle coefficient but also contains contributions from scalar box integrals which share three of their four propagators with the triangle. The separation of the coefficient of a particular scalar triangle integral from any box coefficients can be effected by
(1.1) Equation 1.1 instructs us to start by taking the triple cut of the desired triangle coefficient, 2) shown in figure 1(a), with l 1 = l − K 1 and l 2 = l + K 2 , where K 1 and K 2 are sums of external moa) Figure 1 : a) The triple cut used to compute a scalar triangle coefficient. b) The two-particle cut used to calculate a scalar bubble coefficient.
menta. The cut momentum l of the triple cut depends on a single parameter t, and is parameterised in the specific form [11, 12] ,
Here we have expressed the cut momentum in terms of a convenient basis of null vectors K ♭ 1 and 4) with two solutions for γ = (
The Inf t is instructing us to series expand this cut integrand around t = ∞. The t 0 component of this series expansion gives the desired triangle coefficient. For the three-mass case described above we must also average over the two solutions to γ. Analytic continuation of l to complex momenta allows one-and two-mass triangles, containing three-point vertices, to be computed in a similar manner after setting the relevant masses in eq. (1.3) and eq. (1.4) to zero. In these cases only one solution to γ survives.
This procedure succeeds because of the specific momentum parametrisation we have chosen. The series expansion of the Inf t would in general give us rational coefficients a i multiplying integrals over powers of t. Seen schematically this is 5) and we would expect contributions to the scalar triangle coefficient from every term. It is easy to show though that all integrals over t will vanish, eliminating any such contributions. For example,
with a similar result for other non-zero powers of t. The C i are Passarino-Veltman reduction coefficients.
Bubble coefficients
A similar procedure applies to the extraction of bubble coefficients. To compute the coefficient of a particular bubble we use a two-particle cut and must disentangle our desired coefficient from the scalar boxes and triangles which this will also contain. We start from the generic two-particle cut A tree 1 A tree 2 (t, y) = A tree c 2 −c 1 +2 (−l, (c 1 + 1) , . . . , c 2 ,
Having isolated a single bubble coefficient we parameterise the cut loop momentum l, which now depends upon two free parameters t and y, using
This is expressed in terms of a basis of massless on-shell momenta K ♭ 1 and χ. χ is an arbitrary free vector, which the final result is independent of, used to define K ♭,µ
The equivalent expression to eq. (1.1) is then given by
The first term is the natural extension of the single Inf t of eq. (1.1) to the case of two free parameters. In this double series expansion we expand around y = ∞ and then t = ∞ and again drop terms proportional to t, because the corresponding integrals disappear. Integrals over y are non-vanishing though and are related to the scalar bubble integral,
. The naively unexpected second term of eq. (2.2) involves a sum over all the triangles C tri that contain the original two-particle cut. Writing the two-particle cut integrand schematically in the form
3) allows us to understand why contributions from triangles arise. Solving (l(y,t) − K 2 ) 2 = 0, the additional propagator present in the triangles in the last term above, gives us y i (t). Inserting this solution into the momentum parameterisation of l given by eq. (2.1) leaves us with the momentum parametrisation of the triangles that we wish to separate from the bubble. This parametrisation differs importantly from eq. (1.3) in that the integrals over t do not vanish, as can be seen for example with
The remaining contributions to the bubble coefficient are then found by relating these non-vanishing integrals over t to scalar bubbles using 5) and T (0) = 0. The coefficients C ml are given by 
